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a b s t r a c t

Variations in clothing alter an individual’s appearance, making the problem of gait identification much

more difficult. If the type of clothing differs between the gallery and a probe, certain parts of the

silhouettes are likely to change and the ability to discriminate subjects decreases with respect to these

parts. A part-based approach, therefore, has the potential of selecting the appropriate parts. This paper

proposes a method for part-based gait identification in the light of substantial clothing variations. We

divide the human body into eight sections, including four overlapping ones, since the larger parts have a

higher discrimination capability, while the smaller parts are more likely to be unaffected by clothing

variations. Furthermore, as there are certain clothes that are common to different parts, we present a

categorization for items of clothing that groups similar clothes. Next, we exploit the discrimination

capability as a matching weight for each part and control the weights adaptively based on the

distribution of distances between the probe and all the galleries. The results of the experiments using

our large-scale gait dataset with clothing variations show that the proposed method achieves far better

performance than other approaches.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The demand for automated person identification systems is
growing rapidly in many different areas, such as visual surveil-
lance and access control. To effect person identification, many
biometric-based identification methods have been proposed using
a wide variety of cues, such as fingerprints, the face, palm, iris,
voice, handwriting, and gait. Of these, gait has recently gained
considerable attention as a promising biometric cue due to the
possibility of identification at a distance without the subject’s
knowledge [1–5]. However, changes in appearance due to
clothing variations, including coats, down jackets, baggy pants,
and skirts, complicate the identification process.

Working from model-based approaches, Zhou et al. [6]
proposed a method for human gait extraction based on a Bayesian
framework using strong prior knowledge. They applied it to
person identification, allowing for variations in clothing such as
skirts, by applying a pre-determined clothing model. The clothing
type and its model are, however, not always available in advance
in real applications.
ll rights reserved.
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Existing model-based gait silhouette cleaning methods [7,8]
successfully remove carried objects or shadow regions as outliers.
These silhouette cleaning techniques seem to be applicable to
removing variations in clothing in gait identification. They are,
however, prone to removing not only the carried objects and
variations in clothing, but also individual differences which are
crucial for person identification. In fact, it was reported in [7] that
silhouette cleaning does not improve gait identification perfor-
mance in the presence of carried objects.

With regard to appearance-based approaches, the LDA-based
method [9] reduces to some extent the effects of intra-class
variations, that is, clothing variations, on gait identification. It
does not, however, work well when clothing variations exceed
individual variations. Lee et al. [10] proposed a shape variation
based (SVB) frieze pattern as a gait feature for robust recognition.
Because the feature is obtained by projecting a 2-D silhouette
onto a 1-D horizontal or vertical axis, meaningful 2-D position
information is degraded in the feature. In [11], self-similarity
plots were used in gait recognition allowing for only a very
limited change in clothing.

We have come to the conclusion that different clothing
combinations generally affect different parts of the body. For
example, consider a regular pair of pants and a full shirt as being
the standard clothes of a subject. If the subject wears a hat and
down jacket in addition to the standard clothes, it only affects the
head and torso, respectively, and the other body parts remain
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Table 1
List of clothes used in the dataset (Abbreviation: name).

RP: Regular pants HS: Half shirt CW: Casual wear

BP: Baggy pants FS: Full shirt RC: Rain coat

SP: Short pants LC: Long coat Ht: Hat

Sk: Skirt Pk: Parker Cs: Casquette cap

CP: Casual pants DJ: Down jacket Mf: Muffler

Table 2
Different clothing combinations.

# s1 s2 s3 # s1 s2 # s1 s2

2 RP HS – A RP Pk T Sk FS

3 RP HS Ht B RP DJ U Sk Pk

4 RP HS Cs I BP HS V Sk DJ

9 RP FS – K BP FS D CP HS

X RP FS Ht J BP LC F CP FS

Y RP FS Cs L BP Pk E CP LC

5 RP LC – M BP DJ G CP Pk

6 RP LC Mf N SP HS H CP DJ

7 RP LC Ht Z SP FS 0 CP CW

8 RP LC Cs P SP Pk R RC RC

C RP DJ Mf S Sk HS

#: Clothing combination type, si: i th clothes slot.
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unchanged and useful for recognition. In the event that a skirt and
full shirt are worn instead, only the lower part of the body
changes, allowing the other parts to be used for successful
recognition. Therefore, a part-based approach has the potential of
selecting the appropriate parts to be used for recognition.

One of the first methods that attempted to divide the human
body into components for gait identification is described in [12].
The components are treated separately and applied in both person
identification and gender classification. Experiments were, how-
ever, conducted with a relatively small dataset. Boulgouris [13]
proposed a component-based gait recognition that considers the
unequal discrimination ability of each part. The method assigns
fixed weights for the parts identified in the training phase. In
[14,15], seven gait components are defined, the contributions of
which have been studied both individually and in certain
combinations for both human gait recognition and gender
recognition.

In the light of the above, we first constructed our own
large-scale gait dataset with variations in clothing, and consisting
of 68 subjects with at most 32 combinations of different types of
clothing. We then proposed a part-based adaptive weight control
for clothing-invariant gait identification. We divide the human
body into eight parts, including four overlapping parts to over-
come the difficulties caused by different types of clothing. Body
parts of varying lengths are considered, with the larger parts
having a higher discrimination capability, while the smaller parts
are more likely to be unaffected by variations in clothing. As there
are some similar clothes for each part, we have established a
clothing categorization to group similar clothes. In the training
phase, probability distribution functions (pdfs) between gait
features are stored separately for each part and for both the
same and different clothes, and the corresponding discrimination
capabilities are also measured in advance. In the test phase, given
a probe, posteriors with the same and different clothes, are
calculated based on the distances between the probe and the
galleries and on the trained PDFs. Then a matching weight is
calculated adaptively as the probability-weighted discrimination
capability to reflect the importance of each part.

The outline of this paper is as follows. The construction of the
large-scale dataset incorporating variations in clothing is intro-
duced in Section 2. In Section 3, gait feature extraction is
described briefly. Thereafter, gait identification based on adaptive
weight control is addressed in Section 4. Experimental results
using the dataset are presented in Section 5. Finally, our
conclusions and future works are given in Section 6.
2. Gait dataset with variations in clothing

Early approaches used relatively small databases. Naturally,
the success and evolution of a new application relies largely on
the dataset used for evaluation. As gait is a behavioral biometric,
there is plenty of scope for intra-subject variation, including
clothing.

Previous gait datasets were limited in terms of subjects or
clothing variations. The small Soton database [16] includes some
clothing variations such as trainers, rain coats, and trench coats;
however, there are only 12 subjects. On the other hand, the large
Soton database [16], the HumanID dataset [17], and the CASIA
dataset [18] have more than 100 subjects, but the variations in
clothing are limited to casual wear and a long coat. Therefore, we
constructed our own large-scale gait dataset with varying
clothing. It includes 68 subjects with at most 32 combinations
of types of clothing. Table 1 lists the clothing types, while Table 2
gives the combinations of clothing used in constructing the
dataset. Fig. 1 shows sample images of all the combinations of
clothing types. All the gait sequences were captured twice on the
same day in an indoor environment. Thus the total number of
sequences in the dataset is 2746. The age distribution of the
subjects in the dataset is shown in Fig. 2. The large number of
subjects and clothing-variations in the new dataset provides us
with an estimate of intra-subject variations together with inter-
subject variations for a better assessment of the potential of gait
identification.
3. Feature extraction

3.1. Part-based features

We divide the human body into eight sections based on known
anatomical properties [19]. For a body height H, the human body
is segmented according to the vertical position of the neck
(0.87 H), waist (0.535 H), pelvis (0.48 H), and knee (0.285 H),
thereby defining the 8 parts shown in Fig. 3. The first part covers
from the top of the head to the neck; the second part from the
neck to the waist; the third part from the waist to the knee; the
fourth part from the knee to the floor; the fifth part from the neck
to the pelvis; the sixth part from the pelvis to the floor; the
seventh part from the neck to the knee; and the final part from the
top of the head to the pelvis. Note that the latter four parts
overlap to overcome the difficulties created by clothing variations.
The discrimination capability of the larger parts is high, but the
probability of these being free of clothing differences is low, and
vice versa for the smaller parts. We have thus included
overlapping parts of varying lengths to minimize this tradeoff.
3.2. Frequency-domain features

In this section, frequency-domain feature extraction is
addressed briefly (see [20] for a more detailed account). Given
an image sequence, extracted silhouettes are size-normalized and
registered to obtain a spatio-temporal Gait Silhouette Volume
(GSV). Then, the gait period Ngait is detected by autocorrelation of
the GSV, and the amplitude spectra at each pixel are calculated by
Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) based on the gait period
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Fig. 1. Sample clothes images.
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Ngait as shown in Fig. 4. In this paper, the image size of the GSV is
128� 88, and frequencies between 0- and 2-times are used. Thus
the gait feature vector composed of all the amplitude spectra is a
128� 88� 3¼ 33;792 dimensional vector. The low frequency
elements are chosen because the high frequency elements contain
noise rather than meaningful information and they do not
improve gait identification performance. The meaning of each
frequency can be explained as follows; the 0-times frequency
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represents the average silhouette, 1-time represents the
asymmetry of the left and right motion, while the 2-times
components represent the symmetry thereof. These features
include both static (e.g. body shape, walking posture) and
dynamic (e.g. stride, arm swing) components.

All parts are trained separately in the PCA subspace using the
frequency-domain features from the corresponding regions, and
dimension-reduced features are used as part-based gait features.
4. Part-based adaptive weight control

4.1. Overview

In a part-based method, the main issue is how to combine
the individual distances into a single distance that quantifies the
overall matching measure between a probe and the gallery. We
adopt the weighted sum of distances corresponding to each part
as the overall matching measure and adaptively control the
weights for better identification, by increasing them for the same
part of clothing and vice versa. In the following paragraphs, we
give an overview of this adaptive weight control process.

Let xp and xg be sequences of a probe and the gallery,
respectively. The matching measure between them is

Dðxp; xg ;XG
Þ ¼

PNparts

i ¼ 1 wiðx
p;XG
Þdz

i ðx
p; xg ;XG

ÞPNparts

i ¼ 1 wiðxp;XG
Þ

; ð1Þ

where Nparts is the number of body parts, dz
i ðx

p; xg ;XG
Þ is the

z-normalized distance between xp and xg for the i th body part
and XG is the set of sequences of all the galleries used for
z-normalization and for the subsequent probability calculation,
and wiðx

p;XG
Þ is the weight of the i th body part. The weight

wiðx
p;XG
Þ is the expected Fisher ratio and is expressed as the sum

of the probability weighted Fisher ratios for the same and
different clothes according to the following equation:

wiðx
p;XG
Þ ¼ PSc

i ðx
p;XG
ÞFSc

i þPDc
i ðx

p;XG
ÞFDc

i ; ð2Þ

where FSc
i is the discrimination capability and PSc

i ðx
p;XG
Þ the

posterior in the case that the clothes in the probe are included in
the gallery clothing categories (let this case be Sc) for a given xp,
and XG; FDc

i and PDc
i ðx

p;XG
Þ are, respectively, the same in the other

case (let this case be Dc).
The discrimination capabilities and PDFs for the same and

different clothes are learned during the training phase. Then, for a
given probe xp, the posterior is calculated based on the learned
PDFs and the gallery set XG. If the clothing type for the i th body
part of the probe is similar to that in the gallery, the same clothes
posterior PSc

i ðx
p;XG
Þ will be higher than the different clothes

posterior PDc
i ðx

p;XG
Þ and vice versa. Thus the final weight obtained
ain gait features.
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by combining the posterior and discrimination capabilities
(Eq. (2)) is further increased for the part with the same clothes
and vice versa, because, intuitively, FSc

i is greater than FDc
i . Note

that the weights change adaptively for the probe and gallery sets.
In the following subsections, we formulate each component.
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the 3rd body part.
4.2. Part-based matching measure

In this section, the part-based matching measure is defined.
We define 4 alternative options for the matching measure.
The first option is the mean value of the minimum distances of
the subsequences for each probe and gallery. The second is the
median value of the minimum distances of the subsequences for
each probe and gallery. The third is the minimum value of the
minimum distances of the subsequences for each probe and
gallery. As a final option, we propose a new technique using the
average of the 2 minimum distances of the subsequences for each
probe and gallery.

Let fxp
j g ðj¼ 1;2; . . .Þ and fxg

kg ðk¼ 1;2; . . .Þ be subsequences
with Ngait frames for the probe xp and gallery xg , respectively.
Let aiðxÞ be the dimension-reduced feature vector for the i th body
part for a subsequence x. The matching measure for the
subsequences (let this be dsub

i ðx
p
j ; x

g
kÞ) is simply chosen as the

Euclidean distance between feature vectors aiðx
p
j Þ and aiðx

g
kÞ. Then,

the matching measure between the whole sequence for the i th
body part is defined as the mean value of the minimum distances
of the subsequences for each probe and gallery:

diðx
p; xgÞ ¼

1P
j1

X
j

min
k
fdsub

i ðx
p
j ; x

g
kÞg

� �
: ð3Þ

Finally, the z-normalized distance is defined as

dz
i ðx

p; xg ;XG
Þ ¼

diðx
p; xgÞ�miðx

p;XG
Þ

siðxp;XG
Þ

; ð4Þ

where miðx
p;XG
Þ and siðx

p;XG
Þ are, respectively, the mean and

standard deviation of the distances between a probe xp and a set
of all the galleries XG for the i th body part.

The second option for matching measure is the median value
of the minimum distances of the subsequences for each probe and
gallery:

dMed
i ðx

p; xgÞ ¼Medianj½min
k
fdsub

i ðx
p
j ; x

g
kÞg�: ð5Þ

For many probability distributions, the median gives a measure
that is more robust in the presence of outlier values than the
mean.

However, the distances calculated here have different proper-
ties. As the gallery sequences are similar, there is the possibility
that the distances between the gallery and probe are biased
towards the larger distances in real situations. The actual
distances between galleries and probes can be obtained if there
is no noise, segmentation errors or alignment problems. In
practical applications, however, there is no way to overcome all
the errors. The outliers tend to have larger values because the
silhouettes in the galleries and probes contain errors. Therefore,
the true values of the distances can be found in the smaller values
and the median is not the best choice [21] in such a case. Choosing
the minimum is a reasonable option which sometimes gives the
best result. However, there is no guarantee that the minimum will
always work in complex cases [1]. As a tradeoff, we propose a
further option that uses the average of the two minimum values
of the subsequences for each probe and gallery. The average of the
two minimums can be thought of as a smoothing process. The
minimum distances of the subsequences for the probe and gallery
are calculated as

dMin
i;j ðx

p; xgÞ ¼min
k
fdsub

i ðx
p
j ; x

g
kÞg: ð6Þ

Then, by sorting dMin
i;j ðx

p; xgÞ into ascending order, we get the first
two values as the two minimum values, say dmin1

i ðxp; xgÞ and
dmin2

i ðxp; xgÞ. Finally, we compute the average of the two minimum
values as the matching distance:

dMin2gp
i ðxp; xgÞ ¼ 1

2½d
min1
i ðxp; xgÞþdmin2

i ðxp; xgÞ�: ð7Þ

We have compared the performance of all 4 options for the
matching measure (Eqs. (3), (5), (6), and (7)) using different
gallery and probe sets. The results show that the measure using
Eq. (7) gives the best results, while Eq. (3) is the worst. For the
details of the comparison, see Section 5.2. We have therefore
chosen the average of the two minimum values, Eq. (7), as our
matching measure.
4.3. Clothing categorization for each part

There are some similar clothing types for each part. For
example, the standard clothes ðRPþFSÞ and clothing type T
ðSkþFSÞ are the same for the 2nd body part (the torso), but
different for the 4th body part (the leg), and vice versa in the case
of the standard clothes ðRPþFSÞ and type B ðRPþDWÞ. Thus to
define ‘‘the same clothes’’ and ‘‘different clothes’’ for each specific
body part in Eq. (2), clothing should be appropriately categorized
for each part.

Clothing types are treated separately as initial clusters. The
distance between clusters is defined by averaging the distances
between all the subjects with the relevant clothing types. The
clothing category is obtained from a hierarchical agglomerative
algorithm based on Ward’s method [22]. Then, as clustering
progresses, similar clothing types are merged. Fig. 5 shows the
clustering result for the 3rd body part.

The optimal cluster number is chosen so as to maximize the
Fisher ratio between the PDFs of distance for the same and
different clothes. Fisher’s ratio is calculated for each cluster
number (for each hierarchy of clustering) as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fisher’s discriminant ratio is defined as

FN
i ¼

ðsN
B;iÞ

2

ðsN
B;iÞ

2
þðsN

W ;iÞ
2
; ð8Þ

ðsN
B;iÞ

2
¼wN

Sc;iw
N
Dc;iðm

N
Sc;i�m

N
Dc;iÞ

2; ð9Þ

ðsN
W ;iÞ

2
¼wN

Sc;iðs
N
Sc;iÞ

2
þwN

Dc;iðs
N
Dc;iÞ

2; ð10Þ

wN
Sc;i ¼

nN
Sc;i

nN
Sc;iþnN

Dc;i

; ð11Þ

wN
Dc;i ¼ 1�wN

Sc;i; ð12Þ

where N is the cluster number, nN
Sc;i is the number of pairs of the

same clothes in the probe and gallery, nN
Dc;i is the number of pairs

of different clothes in the probe and gallery, ðsSc
B;iÞ

2 is the inter-
class variance, and ðsSc

W ;iÞ
2 is the intra-class variance.

The number of clusters is selected based on the following
criteria:

%Ni ¼ arg max
N

FN
i ; ð13Þ

where %Ni is the optimal number of clusters for the i th body part.
In Fig. 6, the number of selected clusters is 2 for the 3rd body

part. The clothes are divided into two categories: (i) 5, 6, 7, 8, J, E
(long coat) and S, T, U, V (skirt), and (ii) the remaining types.

4.4. Discrimination capability

Here we define the discrimination capability between the
same and different subjects in Eq. (2) for the same and different
clothes. In deriving these terms, suppose that a training set
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We can define USc
Ss;i as

USc
Ss;i ¼ fðx

p; xgÞjxpAXP ; xg AXG; sðxpÞ ¼ sðxgÞ; cðxpÞAC iðx
gÞg; ð14Þ

where sðxÞ and cðxÞ are the subject ID and clothing type,
respectively, for a sequence x, C iðxÞ is the set of all the clothing
types in the clothing category of the i th body part to which
clothing type cðxÞ belongs and XP and XG are sets of sequences of
all the probes and galleries, respectively. The other sets USc

Ds;i, UDc
Ss;i,

and UDc
Ds;i are defined in the same way.

USc
Ds;i ¼ fðx

p; xgÞjxpAXP ; xg AXG; sðxpÞasðxgÞ; cðxpÞAC iðx
gÞg; ð15Þ

UDc
Ss;i ¼ fðx

p; xgÞjxpAXP ; xg AXG; sðxpÞ ¼ sðxgÞ; cðxpÞaC iðx
gÞg; ð16Þ

UDc
Ds;i ¼ fðx

p; xgÞjxpAXP ; xg AXG; sðxpÞasðxgÞ; cðxpÞaC iðx
gÞg: ð17Þ

Based on the above definition, the following statistics are
calculated,

NSc
Ss;i ¼

X
ðxp ;xg ÞAUSc

Ss;i

1; ð18Þ

mSc
Ss;i ¼

1

NSc
Ss;i

X
ðxp ;xg ÞAUSc

Ss;i

dz;iðx
p; xg ;XG

Þ; ð19Þ

ðsSc
Ss;iÞ

2
¼

1

NSc
Ss;i

X
ðxp ;xg ÞAUSc

Ss;i

ðdz;iðx
p; xg ;XG

Þ�mSc
Ss;iÞ

2; ð20Þ
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where NSc
Ss;i, m

Sc
Ss;i, and sSc

Ss;i are the number of pairs of a probe and
gallery, and the average and variance of z-normalized distances
between a probe and a gallery in set USc

Ss;i, respectively. The
statistics for the other sets are calculated in the same way.

Next, we formulate the discrimination capability. Having the
same clothes on a given part of different persons creates a slight
variation in the silhouette images, whereas different clothes on
the given part of a single subject result in large variations. To
overcome this hindrance, we incorporate Fisher discriminant
ratios for adaptive weight control. The distribution of z-normal-
ized distances between all pairs of a probe and gallery in each set
is calculated and the PDFs obtained. Fisher’s discriminant ratio
between the PDFs for the same and different subjects is used as
the discrimination capability. For example, Fisher’s discriminant
ratio for the same clothes FSc

i is defined as

FSc
i ¼
ðsSc

B;iÞ
2

ðsSc
T ;iÞ

2
; ð21Þ

where ðsSc
B;iÞ

2 and ðsSc
T ;iÞ

2 are the inter-class variance for the
distributions of USc

Ss;i and USc
Ds;i and the total variance, respectively.

The Fisher discriminant ratio for different clothes FDc
i is calculated

similarly.
Fig. 7 shows, using the 3rd body part as an example, the PDFs

of the z-normalized distances for each set. We can see that the
discrimination capability for the same clothes is superior to that
for different clothes.
4.5. Probabilities of the same and different clothes

Generally, because the clothing variation exceeds the indivi-
dual variation, the PDFs of the distances for the same and different
clothes have different properties. First, the PDFs of the distances
for the same and different clothes are calculated using training
sets USc

i ð ¼USc
Ss;i [ USc

Ds;iÞ and UDc
i ð ¼UDc

Ss;i [ UDc
Ds;iÞ, respectively, and

the PDFs are obtained by normalizing with the number of pairs in
each set (let these be PiðdijScÞ and PiðdijDcÞ, respectively). As an
example, the PDFs for the 3rd body part are illustrated in Fig. 8,
which clearly shows the difference between them.

Thus based on the PDF difference, posteriors for the same and
different clothes for a given probe are formulated. Let diðx

p;XG
Þ be

a set of distances between xp and galleries in XG for the i th body
part. The posterior for the same clothes PSc

i ðx
p;XG
Þ is written
according to the Bayesian rule:

PSc
i ðx

p;XG
Þ ¼

Piðdiðx
p;XG
ÞjScÞPiðScÞP

cA fSc;DcgPiðdiðxp;XG
ÞjcÞPiðcÞ

; ð22Þ

Piðdiðx
p;XG
ÞjcÞ ¼

Y
xg AXG

Piðdiðx
p; xgÞjcÞ; ð23Þ

where PiðScÞ and PiðDcÞ are priors for the same and different
clothes, obtained from the ratios of the numbers of pairs in the
sets USc

i and UDc
i , respectively.
5. Experiments

5.1. Datasets

We used a subset containing 446 sequences of 20 subjects (10
males and 10 females) from our gait dataset with clothing
variations to train the PCA subspace. The sequences consist of
different clothing types ranging from 15 to 28 for each subject.
These sequences were also used to learn the discrimination
capabilities and for the PDFs of the distances for the same and
different clothes.

For testing, we used a gallery set from the dataset consisting of
the standard clothes sequences of 48 subjects, excluding the 20
training subjects. The probe set included 856 sequences for these
48 subjects with other clothes types, excluding the standard
clothes.
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Fig. 11. Calculated probability and adaptive weights for clothing type B.
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Fig. 12. Calculated probability and adaptive weights for clothing type T.
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The dataset was divided into three sets, a training set (20
subjects with all clothes types), a gallery set (the other 48 subjects
with a single clothes type), and a probe set (the same 48 subjects
with other clothes types) to separate the training sets and test
sets in terms of subjects, and to separate the test gallery and test
probe in terms of clothing to ensure strict separation conditions
for the experimental evaluations.

5.2. Comparison of matching measures

A subset consisting of 34 subjects, both male and female, from
the test dataset was prepared. The clothes types of these subjects
were divided into 15 gallery and 15 probe sets. The probe set
excludes the corresponding gallery clothes type. The performance
is compared using the four matching techniques. The comparison
results are shown in Fig. 9. It is clear from the experimental
results that the average of the two minimum distances of the
subsequences for a probe and the gallery is the best.

5.3. Contributions of the adaptive weight

We exploit the discrimination capability as a matching weight
for each body part and control these weights adaptively. In this
section, we show how the adaptive weights are related to
the types of clothing. Fig. 10 shows the learned Fisher ratios for
the same and different clothes for all body parts. We can see that
the Fisher ratios for the same clothes are always higher than those
for different clothes. Figs. 11 and 12 show two typical examples of
the calculated posteriors and adaptive weights for clothing types
BðRPþDJÞ and TðSkþFSÞ, respectively, in the testing phases of two
probes. In both cases, the gallery clothing type is the standard
clothes ðRPþFSÞ. For clothing type B, only the upper body parts
change while the lower body parts are only very slightly affected.
The system calculates posteriors and weights (Fig. 11) for each
body part and mainly uses the lower parts for effective
recognition. Similarly, for clothing type T, only the lower body
parts change while the upper body parts are barely affected. The
system can adaptively calculate posteriors and weights (Fig. 12)
for each body part and mainly uses the upper parts for successful
recognition.
5.4. Comparison with other methods

The proposed method was compared with the whole-based
[20], LDA [23], SVB frieze pattern [10], gait components-based
[14], and CSA+DATER [24] methods to confirm its effectiveness.
The whole-based method uses all the frequency-domain features
which are dimension-reduced by the PCA in the same way as in
the part-based method. The LDA method also uses all the
frequency-domain features. First the dimensions are reduced by
PCA, and then LDA is applied. The gait component-based method
[14] defined seven components, with the four most important
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components, namely head, arm, trunk and back-leg, being used
for identification using average gait image (AGI) features. In
CSAþDATER [24], a matrix-based unsupervised algorithm,
coupled subspace analysis (CSA), is employed as a preprocessing
step to remove noise and retain the most representative
information using averaged gait image. Then, a supervised
algorithm, discriminant analysis with tensor representation
(DATER), is applied to further improve the classification ability.
We evaluate the performance of CSAþDATER for various DATER
dimensions ranging from 2� 2 to 20� 20.

Gait identification performances were evaluated by receiver
operating characteristics (ROC) curves and the Equal Error Rate
(EER) [25]. ROC curves depict the relation between the false
rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance rate (FAR). The ROC of
the CSAþDATER [24] is shown using a similar dimension to LDA.
The ROC curves in Fig. 13 show that the part-based method
outperforms the other methods. In EER analysis, the lowest EER
represents the best recognition performance. We showed the
averaged EER with its standard deviation with a range from 2� 2
to 20� 20 dimensions of DATER for the CSAþDATER [24] method.
In Fig. 14, EER decreases significantly for the part-based method
compared with the other methods. The results of ROC and EER
analysis confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Although CSAþDATER is the most competitive to the proposed
method, the DATER still has a problem of dimension selection as
reported in [24]. On the other hand, the CSAþDATER [24] and the
proposed part-based method is not exclusive each other. The
DATER can be included as an efficient discriminant analysis
subspace for our part-based distance calculation. Therefore, the
further investigation of the appropriate discriminant subspace for
part-based distance calculation is one of potentials for future
works.
5.5. Performance analysis for all combinations of gallery and

probe clothing

We prepared a subset consisting of 34 subjects, both male and
female, from the test dataset to analyze the combined perfor-
mance. The subjects were chosen in such a way that the
maximum number of common items of clothing could be used
as the gallery. The total number of common clothing items in this
case was 15. The 32 different probe sets were prepared for each
gallery clothing type. The number of subjects in the probe sets
varied between 2 and 34 depending on the common clothes
among the subjects. A recognition test was performed for each
probe against all 15 galleries separately and the EER calculated.

Fig. 15 shows the EER of two typical galleries (RPþFS and
RPþLCþMf) for all the probe sets. We can see that the average
performance of ðRPþFSÞ as the gallery is better than that of
ðRPþLCþMfÞ. To choose the best gallery clothes, we analyze the
EER for all 15 galleries with a probe set consisting of all the other
clothing types. Then, a recognition test is performed separately for
each gallery. In Fig. 16, we can see that clothing type ðRPþFSÞ is the
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best, while clothing type (RPþLCþMf) is the worst type for the
gallery.

Our dataset is biased towards the standard clothes type. In the real
world, the clothing types of the general population are also biased in
the same way (this is our assumption). The gallery selection results in
this paper are derived from the probe prior bias, however this prior
does not differ much from that in the real world.

There is a strong relationship between EER and adaptive
weight. We have shown the contribution of the weights for each
part and how the weights adaptively relate to the clothing types
in Section 5.3. We can find the total weight for a given probe and a
gallery set as

Wðxp;XG
Þ ¼

XNparts

i ¼ 1

wiðx
p;XG
Þ ð24Þ

The relationship between the total weight and EER for typical
gallery vs. probe examples is depicted in Fig. 17. The total weight
increases as the number of similar body parts increases and hence
the EER decreases. It is also clear from Fig. 18 that the easy
combinations have large body parts with the same clothes, while
the difficult combinations have few. Thus the total weight for a
given probe is proportional to its recognition accuracy. Fig. 19
depicts the relationship between the integrated distances and the
total weights.
The above observation can be applied to the following
applications:
�
 Changed-clothing-aware gait identification access control
system. The system asks a subject to take off certain clothes
based on the probabilities of the body parts when both the
total weight and integrated distance are low.

�
 Adaptive acceptance threshold control for surveillance system.

The system can adaptively change the number of candidates to
show the guard, which results in low miss detection and
diminishes the burden on the guard.

6. Conclusion and future works

This paper presented a method for part-based gait identification
with substantial clothing variations. First, a large-scale gait dataset
with clothing variations was constructed. Next, 8 body parts,
including 4 overlapping parts, were defined based on anatomical
statistics, and dimension-reduced frequency-domain features were
used as part-based gait features. Then, during the training phase,
discrimination capabilities and PDFs of the distances between a
probe and the gallery were acquired separately for the same and
different clothes and for each of the 8 parts. Subsequently, given a
probe in the test phase, matching weights for the 8 parts were
determined adaptively from the distances between the probe and all
the galleries based on the trained discrimination capabilities and
PDFs. We showed the importance of weights for each part and how
the weights adaptively related to the clothing types. The results of
the experiments using the constructed dataset, confirm that the
proposed method is largely robust in comparison with other
methods.

The contributions of the body parts and how to divide the body
optimally will be investigated in the future.
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